
Calm B4 the Storm
Cognitive Walkthrough



Intro

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54aed6cee4b060149458baf1/t/556cf672e4b074f71956764a/1433204353292/tnc



Scenarios

Scenario #1:

- A TNC back-end user of the application
- The night before the survey, the application and procedures will be explained to the volunteers 

by a back-end user.
- Beginning of the day, instruct everyone to load the page at base station where there is 

assumed to be signal. They will also distribute GPS units to teams.
- User waits at base station for volunteers to return. When they do, they perform the following 

procedure:
- Collect GPS 
- Instruct volunteer to upload their survey data
- Confirm data is uploaded to the base station on the back end application

- At the end of the survey, back end app exports a .xlsx file 
- Use exported .xslx files to compile and display data



Scenarios (cont.)
Scenario #2:

- A volunteer (Front-End User)
- The night before the survey, meet to learn survey procedures and how to use the app from 

TNC members
- Early next morning meet at the base station with their team, and collect GPS unit from TNC 

base station member
- Proceed to designated reach, and start collecting data points. At the first waypoint the app 

instructs user to collect time started.
- Continue to each waypoint, recording relevant data into the application as they go
- When completed, head back to base station, where the TNC member will instruct them to 

upload their data. At this point the data will be purged from their phone, and they head home 
to have a well earned glass of lemonade.



Environment Description: Application

- Website
- Online Only

- Offline Later?
- Stored on server/site

- Phones
- Mobile Accessibility

- Data Entry



Environment Description: Front End Users

- Front-End User
- On-site

- Several Hours
- Low Signal
- No recharge

- San Pedro River
- Bright Ambient Light
- Low Ambient Light



Environment Description: Back End Users

- Back-End
- Off-Site data
- Office Environment

- Standard Amenities
- Fluorescent Lighting
- Some Natural Light
- Computers Available

- Migrate, Website -> ArcGIS



Database Layout
- Person

- Name
- Team

- Five ‘Person’s
- Trip

- Team
- Date
- Direction
- Start - Reading
- End - Reading
- GPS Number

- Reading
- Trip
- Waypoint
- Time
- Accuracy
- Easting
- Northing
- Water
- Remarks



Principal Stakeholders

- Nature Conservancy of Arizona (TNC)
- use the data obtained to monitor the year-to-year conditions of the rivers
- watch for changes in how the river dries

- Mexico Water Commission (MWC)
- use the data obtained to monitor the rivers in Arizona
- predict water surplus or shortage.

- partnership with the International Boundary and Water Commission.

- Michigan Tech Development Team (MTUDev)
- responsible for the creation of the application
- ensuring that it meets the needs of the TNC, the client.



Secondary Stakeholders
- Local Arizona Homeowners and Prospective Buyers

- utilize the results of the data to monitor the conditions around their home

- Local Outdoor Recreation Programs
- use the maps produced from the data to identify good areas to explore
- identify potentially dangerous or difficult to navigate areas

- DNR Researchers and Wildlife Researchers
- use the data to identify areas with potentially high wildlife traffic
- identify places at risk for poaching and illegal resource harvesting



Primary Users
- TNC Volunteers

- Adult volunteers of varying physical and technological abilities 
- responsible for using the application and a GPS unit to record data

- some volunteers speak only Spanish

- TNC Front End Staff
- Adult TNC staff with some general technological abilities 

- responsible for recording data with the application
- collecting volunteer data that has been recorded by others on the application



Secondary Users
- TNC Back End Staff

- TNC staff members in office
- receive and utilize the data recorded by the volunteers and front end employees

- create usable documents for analysis



Tertiary Users

- Michigan Tech Development Team

- Seven Michigan Tech students from the CS4760 and HU4628 courses 

- responsible for designing the application and resulting instructionals

- Dr. Robert Pastel and Dr. Karla Kitalong

- Michigan Tech course instructors for the development team 

- responsible for overseeing the project

- provide advice about implementation

- Lori McCauley and Brooke Bushman

- The TNC contact and subject matter experts

- provide insight about the use and requirements for the project, as well as necessary 

technical documents to aid the creation of the application



Simplified Hierarchical Task Analysis
- Begin Survey View

- Team Number
- Team member names
- River Segment
- Direction

- Downstream
- Upstream

- GPS Unit Number
- Begin Survey



Simplified Hierarchical Task Analysis (cont.)

- Surveying View
- GPS Waypoint Record

- Way Point Number
- Easting
- Northing
- Accuracy

- Water State
- Starts
- Stops

- Remarks
- Add data point 
- Review Data

- Edit Data
- Finish Survey



Simplified Hierarchical Task Analysis (cont.)
- End Survey View

- Review Data
- Edit Data

- Send Data
- Data Successfully Sent View
- Data Unsuccessfully Sent View

- Desktop View
- Set date
- Download data













Any Questions?


